TOEFL
PROBLEM IN LISTENING

• Similar sounds and sounds confusion
• Homonyms and words with multiple meanings
• Idiomatic expression
• Inference questions
• Agreement and disagreement
• Suggestion, invitation, offers, request
• Contradiction, assumptions, questions
• activities, plans, topics, problem
• Special verbs and structure
Questions in reading

- Main idea
- Organization of ideas
- Stated detail
- Unstated detail
- Pronoun referents
- Implied detail
- Transition -→ paragraph preceding/following
- Vocabulary
STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

1. S + V
2. Tenses
3. Noun → Pronoun
4. Modifier → Noun
5. Adj→ adverb
6. Word order
7. Diction
8. S + V…C…S + V…C…S + V……….
S + V

1. NOUN
2. PRONOUN
3. TO INF
4. GERUND
5. N. CLAUSE

- PRESENT
- PAST
S + V

- Present
- Past

1. Noun
2. Pronoun
3. To inf
4. Gerund
5. N. clause
VERB FORM

- INFINITIVE  |  _PAST_  |  _PRESENT_  |  _PAST PART_  |  _PREST PART_ \  |  TO  inf.
  V1          |  V2      |  V3         |  V.ing        |                      
- BE         | WAS/WERE | IS/AM/ARE   | BEEN         | BEING               | TO BE
- HAVE       | HAD      | HAVE/HAS    | HAD          | HAVING              | TO HAVE
- GO         | WENT     | GO/GOES     | GONE         | GOING               | TO GO
- EAT        | ATE      | EAT/EATS    | EATEN        | EATING              | TO EAT

_She was late_  _she goes to Bali_

_She is late_  _she went to Bali_

She be late  she go to Bali
She been late  she gone to Bali
She being late  she going to Bali
She to be late  she to go to Bali
Tense

- **PRESENT**
  - 1. FUTURE
  - 2. PERFECT
  - 3. CONTINUOUS
  - 4. F.P
  - 5. F.C
  - 6. P.C
  - 7. FPC
  - 8. SIMPLE

- **PAST**
  - 1. FUTURE
  - 2. PERFECT
  - 3. CONTINUOUS
  - 4. F.P
  - 5. F.C
  - 6. P.C
  - 7. F.P.C
  - 8. SIMPLE
TENSE

• PRESENT
  • FUTURE: S+WILL/SHALL+V1
  • PERFECT: S+HAVE/HAS+V3
  • CONTIN: S+BE(is, am, are)+V.ING
  • F.P: S+WILL+HAVE+V3
  • F.C: S+WILL+BE+V.ING
  • P.C: S+HAVE/HAS+BEEN+V.ING
  • F.P.C: S+WILL+HAVE+BEEN+V.ING
  • SIMPLE: S+V1
  • S+v1/ES/S

• PAST
  • FUTURE: S+WOULD+V1
  • PEERFECT: S+HAD+V3
  • CONT: S+BE(was, were)+V.ING
  • F.P: S+WOULD+HAVE+V3
  • F.C: S+would+BE+V.ING
  • P.C: S+HAD+BEEN+V.ING
  • FPC: S+WOULD+HAVE+BEEN+V.ING
  • SIMPLE: S+V2
EXAMPLES

- **PRESENT**
  - FUTURE: She *will* go to Detroit
  - PERFECT: she *has* gone to Detroit
  - Cont: she *is* going to Detroit
  - FP: She *will* have gone to Detroit
  - FC: She *will* be going to Detroit
  - PC: She *has* been going to Detroit
  - FPC: She *will* have been going to Detroit
  - Simple: She *goes* to Detroit

- **Past**
  - Future: She *would* go to Detroit
  - Perfect: She *had* gone to Detroit
  - Cont: She *was* going to Detroit
  - FP: She *would* have gone to Detroit
  - FC: She *would* be going to Detroit
  - PC: She *had* been going to Detroit
  - FPC: She *would* have been going to Detroit
  - Simple: She *went* to Detroit
Skills in structure

1. S + V

2. PREP + N + V \(\rightarrow\) PREP + N + N + V

3. N, N, + V \(\rightarrow\) N, N + V

4. N + V.ing \(\rightarrow\) ADJ

V.ing+N

melakukan

TO BE + V.ing \(\rightarrow\) Verb
Skills in structure

5. TO BE + V3 ----→ Verb
   HAVE/HAS/HAD + V3 ----→ verb

N + V3 ----→ adj

V3 + N

dikenai
Skills in structure

6. S + V, C + S + V
   BUT/YET
   AND
   SO
   OR
• $C + S + V, S + V$
• $S + V + C + S + V$
Skills in structure

• The child---------playing in the yard is my son
  A. now B. is C. he D. was

• The packages -----mailed at the post office will arrive Monday.
  A. have B. were C. them D. just

• ------was backed up for miles on the freeway.
  A. Yesterday B. In the morning C. Traffic D. cars